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ABSTRACT 

This paper defines the  design and execution of e-health monitoring  system. The system architecture consists of smart devices and 

wireless sensors for real time analysis and storage of  medical parameters of patients. The  system aims at creating  a universal 

access to retrive and analyse the medications taken by the patient by using RFID module. The  system is designed to monitor the  

physical status of the patient. While monitoring ,the acquired data is updated automatically and is saved in  the cloud, so that it can 

be retrieved whenever required.The privacy is maintained by providing the patients with a unique ID ,where the patients can 

update their records after each medication.The security is achieved by the usage of RFID tag ,using which the medical history can 

be viewed by others but cannot be altered since the password will be known only by the patient.In case of emergency,we have 

provided the basic informations such as name,blood group and a contact number  that has to whom his condition has to be 

intimated. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The e-Health  is the healthcare system that  supported by 

electronic and communication processes, since 1999. A recent 

research has stated  51 definitions for e health which were 

unique. It is sometimes considered as interchangeable 

with health informatics which covers the electronic and digital 

processes in health while other forms can be used rarely in 

healthcare practice using the Internet The health care 

applications and links can be used  on mobile phones, 

commonly  called as m-health . After  2011, the needs for 

better cyber-security demanded  for  advanced resources for 

developing safer e-Health solutions which can withstand any 

issues.There are several services that can be offered in 

medicine,healthcare and information technology such as 

Maintenance of  the records electronically which enables the 

transfer of data between different healthcare systems.The e-

Prescribing  enables prescribing options such as printing 

prescriptions to patients and also electronically forwarding 

prescriptions to the pharmacies. Telemedicine the physical and 

psychological diagnosis can be carried out by telemedicine. It 

also involves telemonitoring of patients. The Virtual 
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healthcare system that comprises of a group of  healthcare 

experts who analyse and  share information about the patients 

using digital equipments. The primary issue that threatens the  

e-Health tools from its acceptance is the privacy concern that 

holds the electronic records of the patient and the 

confidentiality of the data has to be maintained. In order to 

improve  the information exchange several codings may be 

used  according to the international medical standards. These 

systems are called  as Health Information Exchange systems. 

There are two forms of data exchange. They are front-end data 

exchange and back-end exchange. In the Front-end exchange  

the patient is involved  but the back-end exchange does not 

require the patient. An  example of a  simple front-end 

exchange is sending of  a photo taken by mobile phone by the 

patient of an injury and sending it by digital means  to the 

doctor. This reduces the  travel expense and  time wastage of 

the patient. In the case of back-end exchange ,the patient  

meets a doctor who can access the patient's health records, like  

medicine prescriptions, x-ray photographs and blood test 

results. This will help in effective medication. In the 

developing  countries implementation is slightly difficult due 

to the lack of internet access in many remote areas. It can be 

achieved by satellite broadband  technology as it covers a vast 

area with a fair connection speed. 

              

Fig-1: Countrywise Comparison of  e-HEALTH expenditure.   

                  

2.CLOUD COMPUTING 

Cloud computing is a technique that uses a network of remote 

servers hosted on the Internet to store, manage, and process the 

data rather than storing them in a local server or other 

devices.It also assists the  industries  to  compute resources 

that can be used  as utilities.It can be even  utilities like 

electricity .Cloud computing provides various advantages for 

business and end users. The major ones are , Self-service 

provisioning where spin up  can be done for computing 

resources by the end users for  any type of workload  that is on 

demand.The company can adopt its scaling techniques 

according to the demands that is called elasticity.since 

granular level measurements are taken for computing 

resources users can pay only for the resources and workloads 

they used.This is called pay per use. 

 

2.1. Service Models  

 

                              Fig-2: Service Models 

 

         2.1.1. Software as a Service (Saas) 

                             In this model,the applications are hosted 

by a service provider and then it is made available for the 

access to the subscribers over the net. 

 

                   

                                      Fig-3: Software as a service 

         2.1.2. Infrastructure as a Service(Iaas) 

                This model has been more successful.The method of 

deployment of the applications has been changed by this 

model.Here there is no need for managing own data centers  or 

host companies.they can select any Iaas provider and get 

access to a virtual server. 

 

 

                 

                             

Fig-4: Infrastructure as a service 
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2.1.3.Platform as a Service (PaaS)    

This model provides higher abstractions for applications 

involving cloud.It eliminates the need to manage the 

software and hardware architecture.it offers load 

balanciong,scalability and failure tolerance. 

 

2.2.Deployment Models: 

 Cloud computing services can be either private, 

public,Community or hybrid. 

2.2.1.Private Cloud 

If the services are delivered from a data center of business  

to  the internal users,it is called private cloud. It has more  

convenience for  preserving the management, control and 

security factors.The Internal users  can be billed according 

to the  service used. 

2.2.2.Public Cloud 

If the services are delivered from a data center of business  

to  the internal users,it is called private cloud. It has more  

convenience for  preserving the management, control and 

security factors.The Internal users  can be billed according 

to the  service used. 

2.2.3.Hybrid Cloud 

The combination of the public cloud and the private cloud 

is called thr hybrid cloud.hybrid cloud  aims to create a 

unified, automated and a scalable environment and can 

maintain control over mission-critical data. 

2.2.4.Community Cloud 

  This involves the mutual accession of specific concerns 

lile policy,compliance considerations and security 

requirements. 

 

3. E-HEALTH MONITORING   

ARCHITECTURE 

This  architecture comprises  of three major layers based 

on thefunctionality of the components being used .they are 

[1]. Perception Layer that consists of sensors to  collect 

real time data. They canbe  classified into medical sensors 

and 

environmental sensors. The medical sensors monitor the 

condition of the patient and  the environmental sensors are 

used to monitor the condition of the room including the 

temperature and the oxygen levels . The data collected by 

the sensors are sent to a processing device that attaches 

several data. With that a unique id is attached to each  data 

to maintain the record of the particular patient. 

        

         Fig-6: Illustration of e-Health monitoring Architecture 

 

[2].Middleware and APIs layer  is the vital layer of the 

system.It consists of various APIs (Application Programming 

Interfaces). The cloud storage is used to store the medical 

records of the patient as wellas the monitored parameters. This  

plays a major  role in the emergency response.If apatient is 

registered in the system  ,an API creates the profile for that  

particular patient. Another API can also be developed  that can 

store the patient history for a patient and analyze the report. 

These APIs support the profile creation, storage, queries 

regarding patient history and other reports synchronizing with 

the whole system. The data from the cloud is transmitted to the 

Gateway 2 over UMTS,optical fibers or over Wi-Fi. The data 

is then relayed  to this layer for outsourcing applications and 

services . 

                       

4. PROPOSED SMART e-HEALTH 

MONITORING USING CLOUD 
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The medical history of the patient is important  to provide 

appropriate treatment ,the  system aims at creating  a universal 

access to retrieve and analyze the medications taken by the 

patient using RFID module .In the older system there is a 

device to monitor the Heart, ECG and Temperature level of a 

person in hospitals alone and  in home the special nurse is 

needed to monitor and take care about the elders. It has a 

disadvantage that it  is difficult to keep the manual records 

safely and  retrieving the data  is difficult ,there are more 

chances for error. The proposed system  is designed to monitor 

the status of the physical parameters. While monitoring, the 

data is  updated simultaneously and automatically get saved  in 

the cloud  and can be retrieved anytime.this will play a vital 

role in case of emergency.  

4.1.Deployment Architecture 

The architecture of the system consists of the transmitting and 

the receiving sections.In the transmitting section tha values 

obtained from the sensors are processed using the 

microcontroller and they are transmitted to the main server of 

the hospital using a zigbee transmitter.These values can be 

monitored from anywhere in the hospital with the receiving 

section.In this system, the ECG, Heart and Temperature level 

of patient is monitored. The ECG, Heart Sensor is also fixed in 

the fore arms or wrist or chest of the patient. RFID Tag is used 

to contain the patient’s basic informations such as blood 

group,name and a contact number of a person to whom the 

condition of the patient has be intimated. Whenever the reader 

reads information from the tag it automatically saves all 

information.  The PIC microcontroller which has inbuilt ADC 

is converts the analog value to digital form. The sensor status 

will be displayed in  LCD as digital form. The status of the 

sensor’s which placed in the person’s body will transmit the 

value to the cloud through the Zigbee module. The data is 

displayed in the LCD. Another Zigbee in the server section is 

interfaced with a PC. The data received is decrypted and the 

database is updated in hospital home page. Here the password 

production is applied for secure database management. So the 

authorized persons only can access the database for particular 

patient’s reference.The RFID tag will contain a link which 

contains the medical history of the patient.It canot be altered 

because the password for his ID will be known only to the 

patient.  

4.2.Features of Proposed System Architecture 

They can immediately  recover the history of  treatment  given 

to the patient.The patients information cannot be altered 

without his knowledge. RFID tag is provided to know the 

basic informations that will be used  to know the basics of the 

patient. The history of the patient can be accessed from 

anywhere by using  the RFID reader.Whenever the patient 

goes for check up he need not carry the old prescriptions 

 

               FIGURE 7:SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION  

5. MODULES 

 5.1.Power Supply Unit  

 The supply of 5V DC is given to the system which converts 

230V ac supply to  12V supply. the AC supply will be 

converted  into DC using the bridge rectifier. The output of the 

rectifier will have ripples so we are using the 2200uf capacitor 

for filtering those ripples.  

5.2.Microcontroller Unit 

The PIC microcontroller which has inbuilt ADC is used to 

convert the analog value to digital form. The sensor status will 

display in LCD as digital form. The status of the sensor’s 

which placed in the person’s body will transmit the value to 

server section through Zigbee module. 

5.3.Sensor Unit  

This unit consists of temperature sensor,heartbeat sensor and 

the ECG sensor to obtain the values of the patients. 

5.4.Display unit 
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 The display unit is mainly is  achieved by the 16X2 LCD. A 

liquid crystal display (LCD) is a flat panel display, electronic 

visual display, or video display 

5.5..Communication Unit 

The  ZigBee and RFID reader is the communication unit 

which is used to transmit the sensor information to the 

monitoring section and also detect the  parameters of the 

concerned  person whose information is being monitored. 

5.6.Software Unit  

Embedded C ,Mplab Compiler and High Tech C Compiler 

aree the softwares used to compile the coding of the system. 

6. DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH 

A separate cloud  can be created  only to hold the medical 

records alone.The patient’s health parameters can be sent 

through GSM to the caretakers.Mobile applications can be 

developed to monitor the patient’s health condition.The 

storing of the medical records in mobile will contribute to m-

health. 

             7.  CONCLUSION  

Even though a lot of research has been conducted on e-health 

monitoring systems, we have proposed a set of novel services 

based on the monitoring system. It will require immense 

research and testing before implementation, however it paves a 

new path for remote health monitoring systems. In our system 

ensures organized transmission of sensor data to monitoring. 

The medical data and history acquired for the patients are 

personal in nature. Hence our system ensures security of the 

highest order for the medical data on cloud storage. With 

further research in this aspect, our system can change the way 

we currently look at remote health monitoring services. 
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